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Govt failing to create jobs for youths fast enough 

The government will be able to create only half of the 3 crore jobs it promised to generate by 2030 at the current

pace of employment growth, said a think-tank yesterday, in a disheartening projection for the growing number of

youth desperate for work. In its election manifesto in 2018, the Awami League had pledged to create the jobs by

2030. But according to the projections of the International Labour Organisation (ILO), 1.49 crore jobs would be

created at the existing rate of employment growth of 2.4 per cent. “This means, only half of the job creation

targets of the government will be achieved by 2030,” said the Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) in a new study. The

study was unveiled at a dialogue on “Role of the Public Service Delivery in Ensuring Employment for the

Marginalised Youth Community”, organised by the CPD at the capital’s at the Lakeshore Hotel. It is not possible to

pull off the employment goal, particularly create the expected number of jobs for the youth, through traditional

methods, the study report said. “It is the state’s responsibility to take up programmes for the youth,” said Rehman

Sobhan, a noted economist and chairman of the CPD. He criticised the culture as youth now have to go through

political DNA test to avail government jobs. About 12.2 per cent of the total of 2 crore youth are unemployed in

the country. Of them, 74 lakh youth have no scope for education, training or involvement in employment. 
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/govt-failing-create-jobs-youths-fast-enough-1857373

ECNEC okays TK 205.26b project to establish 329 technical school and colleges

The Executive Committee of the National Economic Council (ECNEC) on Tuesday approved a Taka 205.26 billion

project to set up some 329 technical school and colleges at upazila level in a bid to build skilled human resources

in the country. The project was approved in an ECNEC meeting held at the NEC Conference Room in the city’s Sher-

e-Bangla Nogor area with ECNEC Chairperson and Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in the chair, reports BSS.  Briefing

the reporters after the meeting, Planning Minister MA Mannan said that a total of eight projects were approved

today involving an overall estimated cost of Taka 229.45 billion which will be spent from the state exchequer. Of

the approved eight projects, six are new while two others are revised projects. The planning minister said

establishment of 329 technical school and colleges at upazila level (2nd phase) is like a “star project” of the

government since it wants to make the youths technically skilled. Mannan said that various types of technical

trainings is very much necessary to groom the young generation as suitable for joining the labour market abroad

and thus boost the inward remittance flow. The planning minister said Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina in the

meeting asked the authorities concerned to impart proper training to the teachers of these technical schools. The

Directorate of Technical Education under the Ministry of Education will implement the project by December 2024

in a bid to create employment opportunities and skilled human resources to successfully face the challenges of

future job market. 

https://www.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/economy/bangladesh/ecnec-okays-tk-20526b-project-to-establish-

329-technical-school-and-colleges-1579602984
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BPO can make banks cost-smart 

Banks could widen their digital financial services to customers manifold by way of taking support from outsourcing

companies, experts and industry insiders said yesterday. Operational cost of banks will go down significantly and

the standard of financial services will strengthen in tandem if they could use the service of business process

outsourcing (BPO) companies properly, they said at a discussion on Outsourcing in Financial Service Sector. The

event was jointly organised by the Bangladesh Institute of Bank Management (BIBM), the Leveraging ICT for

Growth (LICT), a project of Bangladesh Computer Council under the ICT division, and Bangladesh Association of

Call Centre and Outsourcing (BACCO). Banks are still facing a lack of trust to get service from BPO companies, but

many well-reputed foreign companies have already kept their faith on them, they said at the discussion held at the

BIBM office in the capital. The business volume of the local BPO companies is now close to $400 million per year,

but they have set a target to increase the market size to $1 billion within 2021.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/bpo-can-make-banks-cost-smart-1857334

Solving bank troubles, GP-regulator issues key for DSE 

Bangladesh’s stock market can be revived by strengthening the banking sector and settling the tussle between

Grameenphone and the telecom regulator, said Hong Kong-based investment firm Asia Frontier Capital (AFC). The

AFC focuses on high growth Asian frontier economies by managing the AFC Asia Frontier Fund, through which it

invests in Bangladesh’s capital market. Improving stock market sentiment requires some very simple decisions but

the question remains over whether the political will exists, it said in its annual publication “AFC Asia Frontier Fund:

2019 Review and Outlook For 2020”. GDP growth and overall macroeconomic indicators remain stable but until

the authorities can resolve the issues pertaining to the banking sector and mobile operator, which together

account for 32 per cent of the index, the overall sentiment may remain soft, the report said. Air conditioner

penetration in Bangladesh is 3 per cent, refrigerator 20 per cent and washing machine 2 per cent.
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Freeze assets of 20 ILFSL directors, executives: HC 

The High Court has directed the government to seize all assets of shareholder-directors and top executives of

International Leasing and Financial Services Limited (ILFSL) so that they cannot transfer any of their movable and

immovable properties including stocks, cash and vehicles to any person or entity. The order was given after

against petitions by ILFSL depositors amid reports of massive irregularities at the non-banking financial institution.

The single bench of the HC comprised of Justice Muhammad Khurshid Alam Sarkar, it its order on Sunday, also

imposed ban on foreign travel by all the shareholder-directors and top executives of the company till disposal of

the petitions. The court has appointed Ibrahim Khaled, former deputy governor of the Bangladesh Bank, as an

independent director and chairman of the company. According to reports, the ILFSL collected deposits and

disbursed about Tk 5,000 crore loans to various companies. But, the company is not repaying the depositors’

money even after the maturity of fixed-deposit.

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/233352
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/telcos-fined-tk-471cr-over-illegal-call-termination-1857370

Huawei Bangladesh revenue declines 35%

Amid slower revenue growth globally, Chinese technology giant Huawei witnessed a 35% revenue decline in its

Bangladesh operation last year following stagnation in network expansion in the country. Huawei Technologies

(Bangladesh) Ltd is the largest telecom network equipment provider in the country that sells equipment including

IP microwave transceivers, IP camera, network collaboration switch, routers and firewall. The Chinese company

worked closely with the government and telecom operators during the 3G and 4G network establishment in the

country.  Last week Huawei made a public demonstration of 5G technology in the country for the first time aiming

to play a key role in 5G network establishment. Huawei Bangladesh received some business from Banglalink and

Teletalk and some other business enterprises that needed network equipment. Zhang said in the Bangladeshi

market Ericssion was the only “healthy competitor” for Huawei.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/01/21/huawei-bangladesh-revenue-declines-35

The Insurance Development and Regulatory Authority on Tuesday asked all insurance companies to put a link of a

calculator on their web sites so that the clients could calculate premium of an insurance policy accurately. IDRA, in

a circular, asked chief executive directors of all the life and non-life insurance companies to set the ‘premium

calculator’ link with effect from February 1. The companies must inform the insurance regulator about compliance

of the directive before February 1, it said. The authorities took the initiative to popularise the insurance sector and

to give clients an idea about premium and facilitate their purchase of insurance scheme directly, the circular said.

The life insurance companies must include in the calculator the options like name of an insurance policy, tenure,

ways of payment and client’s age, it said. Likewise, the non-life insurance companies will make arrangements with

necessary information so that the intended clients and company-clients can calculate premium. The IDRA said that

it was working for automation and digitisation to develop insurance sector and to bring transparency and

trustworthiness.

Telcos fined Tk 4.71cr over illegal call termination 

The telecom regulator is set to slap all four mobile operators with fines after their SIMs were found being used in

illegal call termination. Call termination refers to the routing of calls from one carrier or provider to another. In

Bangladesh diverting international calls from designated gateways is illegal. Though the SIMs (subscriber identity

modules) were registered through biometric verification, they were not being used by the individuals, found the

telecom watchdog from different raids in the capital between July 14 and August 1 last year. The Bangladesh

Telecommunication Regulatory Commission seized 4,707 SIMs. At first, the telecom watchdog sought explanations

from the operators but did not find them acceptable. Subsequently in a recent meeting, it decided to impose a

fine of Tk 10,000 for each connection, said BTRC Chairman Md Jahurul Haque. Of the total fine of of Tk 4.71 crore,

state-run Teletalk alone accounted for Tk 4.36 crore.
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Insurers must put premium calculator on web sites

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97320/insurers-must-put-premium-calculator-on-web-sites
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চলতি বছরেে জরুেে মরযে অবসেপ্রাপ্ত সব সেকাতে চাকতেজীবী ঘরে বরসই পেেশরেে টাকা োরবে। অর্ থ

মন্ত্রণালরেে পকন্দ্রীে পেেশে অোন্ড ফান্ড মোরেজরমন্ট অতফস এ তবষরে যাবিীে কাজ প্রাে পশষ করেরছ। সংতিষ্ট

সূরে জাো পেরছ, বিথমারে ৭ লাখ ৪১ হাজাে সেকাতে চাকতেজীবী মাতসক পেেশে োে। েি বছরেে ৩১ তিরসম্বে

েয থন্ত িারেে এক লাখ ২৬ হাজাে জেরক অেলাইরেে আওিাে আো হে। বাতকরেেও আেরি কাজ চলরছ।

প্রার্তমকভারব প্রর্ম ও তিিীে পেতণে সব কম থকিথারক অেলাইরে পেেশরেে আওিাে আো হরেরছ। এখে তেরচে

তেরকে কম থকিথা-কম থচােীরেে ির্ে সংগ্রহ কো হরে। অর্ থ মন্ত্রণালে সূে বরলরছ, পেেশে সুতবযারভােীো িারেে

সুতবযামরিা পয পকারো বোংরকে পয পকারো শাখাে তহসাব েম্বে তেরি োরেে। যারেে বোংক তহসাব পেই বা র্াকরলও

তবকারশ পেরি চাে, িারেে টাকা পসখারেই োঠারো হরব। তবশ্ববোংরকে অর্ থােরে 'পেেরেতেং োবতলক

ফাইেোন্সিোল মোরেজরমন্ট সাতভথস' প্রকরেে আওিাে পমাট আটটট কম থসূতচ বাস্তবাতেি হরে। এে অেেিম একটট

কায থক্রম হরে সেকাতে খারিে পেেশে বেবস্থােো সংস্কাে, যা েি বছে পর্রক আেুষ্ঠাতেক কায থক্রম শুরু হে। এে

উরেশে হরে, দ্রিু ও হেোতেমুক্তভারব পেেশরেে টাকা সুতবযারভােীরেে কারছ পে ৌঁরছ পেওো। অর্ থ মন্ত্রণালে সূরে

জাো পেরছ, সেকাতে খারিে পেেশে বেবস্থাে সংস্কারেে পঘাষণা পেওো হে ২০১৭-১৮ অর্ থবছরেে বারজরট। অর্ থ

মন্ত্রণালরেে কম থকিথাো বরলে, আরে পেেশে বাবে বোে তবতভন্ন মন্ত্রণালরেে মরযে োোভারব োখা হরিা। মারস

মারস পেেশরেে টাকাে জেে এন্সজ অতফস তেরে যেো তেরি হরিা।
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Mosquito repellent brands grin as phobia reigns 

If you think you are too small to make a difference, try sleeping with a mosquito, Dalai Lama once said. This quote

best sums up the power of the insect: the need for combating it has spawned a Tk 1,600 crore market in

Bangladesh. And thanks to the city corporations’ inadequacy in checking the mosquito population, the market for

the insect’s repellent is ever expanding. In 2019, Bangladeshi consumers spent 18 per cent more on mosquito

repellents from a year earlier, as the fear of catching diseases like dengue and chikungunya that are borne by the

insect gripped the nation. This also created scope for manufacturers to hike the prices. Last year, the overall

mosquito repellent market, comprising aerosol, smoke coil and vaporiser, stood at Tk 1,579.5 crore, which was Tk

1,336.3 crore and Tk 1,061 crore previously, according to market insiders. Apart from these, people also bought

mosquito repellent creams and spray like Purnava, Odomos and Goodknight along with anti-mosquito rackets. But,

the market size of the products is not substantial yet. Apart from the private market, Dhaka North City Corporation

(DNCC) and Dhaka South City Corporation (DSCC) procured medicine worth Tk 31.39 crore in the fiscal 2018-19.

And yet, Amirul Islam, a grocery shop keeper of Jatrabari, has to use smoke coils every day even in broad daylight

to fend off mosquitoes and the diseases they come bearing.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/mosquito-repellent-brands-grin-phobia-reigns-1857376

পেনশননর টাকা োওয়া যানে ঘনর েনেই

https://bit.ly/38u2Epi
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Global resource consumption tops 100b tonnes a year

The world is using up more than 100 billion tonnes of natural resources per year for the first time ever while global 

recycling of raw materials has fallen, according to a report released Tuesday. The share of minerals, fossil fuels,

metals and biomass feeding into the global economy that is reused declined in two years from an already paltry

9.1 per cent to 8.6 per cent today, the Circularity Gap Report 2020 found. ‘No country is meeting the basic needs

of its citizens while also operating within the physical boundaries of  our planet,’ said Marc de Wit, a director at

the non-profit Circle Economy and lead author of the report. The resources fuelling the world economy increased

more than eight percent in just two years from 93 billion tonnes in 2015 to 100.6 billion in 2017, the last year for

which data is available. Global use of materials is projected to balloon to 170-184 billion tonnes by mid-century,

the report said. Wealthy nations, the authors note, consume 10 times more resources per person than in the

developing world, and produce far more waste.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97321/global-resource-consumption-tops-100b-tonnes-a-year

Majority of CEOs expect global economy to cool: PwC survey 

More than half of chief executives in an annual survey by PwC expect a slowdown in global economic growth this

year, in marked contrast to the confidence that has lifted stock markets. The survey, published on Monday ahead

of the World Economic Forum annual meeting in Davos, found 53 percent of CEOs around the world forecast the

rate of global growth will fall, compared with 29 percent the year before, the highest level of pessimism since the

accounting firm began asking the question in 2012. Meanwhile shares of many major companies are hovering near

record highs, amid a thawing in U.S.-China trade tensions. A recent Deutsche Bank report said investors, betting on

a bounce in global growth, now have the greatest exposure to equities in two years. However, the 1,581

interviews with CEOs in 83 countries were carried out between September and October 2019, before China and

the United Stated inked an initial deal resolving some of their trade disputes and other geopolitical risks, such as

Britain abruptly exiting the European Union, subsided.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/majority-ceos-expect-global-economy-cool-pwc-survey-1857358

Davos financiers pump $1.4t into fossil fuels: Greenpeace

Some of the world’s biggest banks, insurers and pension funds have collectively invested $1.4 trillion in fossil fuel

companies since the Paris climate deal, Greenpeace said on Tuesday at the start of the World Economic Forum in

Davos. With the climate emergency expected to be front and centre at the annual summit of the world’s business

elite, the charity accused some institutions in attendance of failing to live up to the Forum’s goal of ‘improving the

state of the world’. Greenpeace analysed the portfolios of 24 of the banks represented at Davos and found that

they had financed the fossil fuel industry to the tune of $1.4 trillion since the landmark 2015 Paris deal. That

accord enjoins nations to limit global temperature rises to ‘well below’ two degrees Celsius (3.6 Farenheit)

through a rapid and wide-ranging drawdown of planet-warming carbon emissions. The IPCC says coal use must fall

two thirds by 2030 and fall to virtually zero by mid-century to keep Earth on a 1.5 degrees path.
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.9 84.9

EUR 94.2 94.2

GBP 110.4 110.5

AUD 58.3 58.4

JPY 0.77 0.77

CAD 65.1 65.1

SEK 8.92 8.92

SGD 63.0 63.0

CNH 12.4 12.4

INR 1.19 1.20

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

20-Jan-20 5.5 3.60 5.04 3,326

19-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.93 3,823

16-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.91 4,570

15-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.98 5,746

14-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,354

13-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,071

12-Jan-20 5.5 3.00 4.94 7,097

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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